Legal Template Notice in Response to ‘MANDATORY JABS’

This Document EXPOSES the
COVER UP of CRITICAL information
required to make an INFORMED decision
Please SHARE this with your colleagues
DISCLAIMER: This letter doesn’t contain specific legal advice to your particular circumstances.
This document is made available on the condition you always seek your own legal advice.
It is cast in general terms and contains legal information that is readily available to the public.
IMPORTANT: i.) Attach a copy of the written notice sent to you declaring ‘Mandatory Jabs’ to this document.
ii.) If you decide to refuse the JAB, wait for the institution to terminate your position.
Please be aware that you will have no legal case to seek compensation if you resign!
Submit your objection in the form of this or another legal document.
iii.) Document everything. Keep a record of dates and of all communication.
Instructions on how to use this template
Use a free online PDF to WORD convert website example: ilovepdf.com
This will then enable you to DELETE THESE 3 INTRO PAGES. Save as your own name & date.
Edit all parts in yellow highlight, change italics to normal font, and take off yellow highlight.
Then use ilovepdf.com to convert it back from WORD to a PDF. A PDF allows you to sign it electronically.

Horrific findings in
the Blood of the
Corona Virus
‘Vaccinated’

SEE APPENDIX 6 for Details

The Real Agenda
Behind the
‘Covid Jabs’:
‘HUMAN 2.0’
/TRANSHUMANISM
‘They call
it a WAR
ON CASH’

“We have a window
of opportunity now
to STOP this
AUTROCITY
against humankind
Right now!”

SEE APPENDIX 4 for details
PROOF: Google: ‘Bill Gates Trust Stamp’

NOTICE OF DEMAND
In response to the following firm / institution now

DEMANDING MANDATORY Covid-19 ‘VACCINATION’
as a newly imposed condition for me to continue to be engaged with them
Date

/

/ 20

Recipient:
Name:
Name of institution /firm:
Address:
Contact:
Email:
Note: Henceforth, all references in this document to: ‘institution /firm’ refers to the above recipient.
Sender:
Name:
Address:
Contact:
Email:

This Notice of Demand is in response to the following facts:

FACTS
1.

/

/20 I commenced my engagement with your institution /firm.

2.

/
/

/20 I received an official notice from your institution /firm declaring that as of the following date:
/20 as a condition for me to continue with your institution /firm that the COVID 19 ‘experimental
injections’ referred to as ‘vaccines’ will be mandatory.

3.

Note that when I commenced with your institution /firm there were no such conditions whereby:
a.) as a Condition of Engagement: participation in a ‘MEDICAL EXPERIMENT’ would be
mandatory;
b.) as a Condition of Engagement: it would be mandatory for me to SHARE MY PRIVATE MEDICAL
information with your institution /firm.

CONCLUSIONS
1. Hence, these new ‘imposed’ conditions represent...
a.) A breach of the original terms and conditions of my engagement
b.) Immoral and unlawful conduct that is in breach of Nuremberg Code *

*SEE APPENDIX 5

c.) the suppression and the destruction of human freedom
I hereby declare that I choose to stand up for the principles of ‘human freedom’ and against this ‘MEDICAL
TYRANNY’ being ‘imposed’ by your institution /firm and in doing so I stand up both for myself as well as for ALL
HUMANITY.

2. Please note that if the Covid-19 ‘experimental injections’ referred to as ‘vaccines’ are effective in protecting
those who choose to receive them, which is the whole purpose they were ‘vaccinated’, then they have nothing
to fear from those who choose to be ‘unvaccinated’. Hence mandating these Covid-19 ‘experimental injections’
referred to as ‘vaccines’ in order to protect the ‘vaccinated’ only confirms the ineffectiveness of such
injections.
3. Your institution /firm is MANDATING A DANGEROUS, INEFFECTIVE INJECTION, WHILST THERE IS A READILY
AVAILABLE MEDICAL TREATMENT, CLINICALLY PROVEN TO BE SAFE AND EFFECTIVE for both prophylaxis
(preventative) and treatment.
If the purpose of ‘mandating’ these Covid-19 ‘experimental injections’ referred to as ‘vaccines’ is because they
are being promoted or marketed as ‘the only hope for protecting society’ from the Covid-19 virus, then be it
known that there are SAFE and very successful early MEDICAL TREATMENTS such as the oral antiviral medicine
IVERMECTIN. The refusal of authorities to implement this proven SAFE, effective medication that is inexpensive,
has resulted in the needless deaths of millions.
There are now 30 INTERNATIONAL RANDOMISED CONTROL TRIALS, proving its medical effectiveness against
Covid-19, both as a prophylaxis (preventative) and as an early treatment. Ivermectin has proven to be one of the
safest drugs in the world and is a NOBEL PRIZE winning drug. It is also effective against ALL Covid-19 variants.*
* FLCCC.NET for all this medical evidence
4. In contrast, your institution /firm is MANDATING ‘COVID-19 Experimental Injections referred to as vaccines’ that,
IN COMPARISON TO IVERMECTIN, ARE OVERALL INEFFECTIVE, as they:
a.) FAIL to stop Covid-19 transmission
b.) FAIL to stop Covid-19 contagion
c.) FAIL to stop the requirement for wearing masks
d.) FAIL to stop the need for social distancing
e.) FAIL to stop hospitalisation and possible death due to Covid-19
f.) FAIL to work against future Covid-19 variants
/mutations as they were made specific to the original virus
g.) FAIL the acknowledged, medical protocol, which warns against the use of mass vaccinations
during a pandemic. This action results in CAUSING the dangerous variants, which
continue to mutate and become more contagious.*
* SOURCE: geertvandenbossche.org
h.) FAILURE by the pharmaceutical manufacturers to accept any liability
or offer any compensation in the case of injury or death of the recipients.
i.) FAIL to stop the requirement for ongoing continual repeated injections
j.) FAILURE by the pharmaceutical manufacturers to reveal all ingredients
of these ‘injections’, hence the recipients are being injected WITH UNKNOWN
SUBSTANCES and their HARMFULNESS is totally unknown.
k.) FAIL to stop lockdowns*

* SEE APPENDIX 2

l.) FAIL to achieve any significant difference in the New Cases Statistics Curve compared to
Countries with very LOW ‘Fully Vaccinated’ rates – due to those countries
achieving NATURAL HERD IMMUNITY*
* SEE APPENDIX 3
m.) FAIL to have been adequately tested on animals, and there are NO LONG TERM studies.
The long term safety is unknown ‘Vaccines’ normally take around a decade to gain approval.

5. Expert, medical practitioners internationally, are warning that Covid-19 ‘experimental injections’ referred to as
‘vaccines’ are spreading to and are potentially damaging organs throughout the whole human body.
CANADA
Dr. Charles Hoffe from Canada was interviewed on the Laura Lynn show. Dr. Hoffe explains how he has tested his
patients who have received the COVID-19 shots and that 62% of them show blood clotting and permanent
damage as a result. ‘The worst is yet to come’ for these patients, he claims.*
*See Dr Charles Hoffe video interview Laura Lynn Tyler Thompson on Bitchute.com
Copy and paste the following link: https://www.bitchute.com/video/A6GbcUl6blpJ

USA
There are countless doctors around the world who are in agreement Dr. Hoffe’s predictions that ‘the worst is yet
to come’ for most who have been these ‘vaccinated’ with the Covid-19 ‘experimental injections’ referred to as
‘vaccines’, like American born Thai-German microbiologist Professor Sucharit Bhakdi MD. He explains how the
body’s own immune system will launch an attack on the once smooth, inner walls of the fine blood vessels /
capillaries throughout the body due to the ‘spike proteins’ formed by these cells as instructed to by the
messenger RNA in these ‘injections’. He is sending a clearly explained scientific warning to the world, on how
serious the damage will be in the years to come for these ‘vaccinated’ people.**
AUSTRALIA
There is a MEDICAL PLATFORM of AUSTRALIAN DOCTORS teaming up and warning what these Covid-19
‘experimental injections’ referred to as ‘vaccines’ actually do to the body from a SOLID MEDICAL perspective.
Below (Step 3.) is the 17 MIN VIDEO by Professor Sucharit Bhakdi MD mentioned above they are promoting.
STEP 1.
https://covidmedicalnetwork.com/coronavirus-facts/overview.aspx
STEP 2. Go to 4th Paragraph on this page:
https://doctors4covidethics.org/letter-to-physicians-four-new-scientific-discoveries-crucial-to-thesafety-and-efficacy-of-covid-19-vaccines
** STEP 3. Video by Professor Sucharit Bhakdi MD:
https://tube.doctors4covidethics.org/videos/watch/7ca43fab-fa9d-46e6-ac7a-a0c739d9e277

USA
American general internal medicine physician, Dr Carrie Madej reveals that these ‘injections’ contain ‘modified
and hence synthetic’ messenger RNA that program your body to make a protein. This has never been done before
whereby our bodies become factories to make these synthetic proteins and she explains how there may be ‘no
off button’ and hence once injected, whatever damage there may be will most likely continue ongoing,
irreversibly.*
* Dr Carrie Madej video interview with Stew Peters
Copy and paste the following link: https://www.bitchute.com/video/nlaU9zmoDc48

The following are two alliances of doctors in the US that are trying to promote the proven SAFE and EFFECTIVE
early stage medical treatment of Ivermectin and that are being silenced by BIG TECH and by BIG PHARMA:
FRONT LINE COVID-19 CRITICAL CARE ALLIANCE - flccc.net
AMERICAN FRONT LINE DOCTORS
- americasfrontlinedoctors.org

6. There have been COUNTLESS CASES of IMMEDIATE DEATHS from these Covid-19 ‘experimental injections’
referred to as ‘vaccines’. They are not being reported by the main stream media and are being silenced by BIG
TECH as well as by governments around the world.
According to the European Union VACCINE ADVERSE EFFECTS PUBLIC DATA RECORDS, dated 31 July 2021, there
have been recorded around:

 20,000 DEATHS
 2 MILLION INJURIES – arising DIRECTLY FROM THESE EXPERIMENTAL
INJECTIONS*
* SEE APPENDIX 1
TAKE NOTE: it is commonly believed that only a fraction of ‘ADVERSE EVENTS’ are actually being reported
(around 1% to 10%). Hence the real figures may well be 10 to 100 times these reported figures.
They do not take into consideration what many doctors around the world are predicting in the years to come, far
greater numbers of expected deaths of the majority of the ‘vaccinated’ (See previous point 5.)
The US VACCINE ADVERSE EFFECTS PUBLIC DATA RECORDS, dated 31 July 2021 reports around:

 12,000 DEATHS
 1/2 MILLION INJURIES – arising DIRECTLY FROM THESE
EXPERIMENTAL INJECTIONS
The following is a summary of these US recorded injuries and deaths*
This week’s U.S. data for 12- to 17-year-olds show:
 15,741 total adverse events, including 947 rated as serious and 18 reported deaths. Two of the nine deaths were
suicides.
 The most recent reported deaths include a 15-year-old boy (VAERS I.D. 1498080) who previously had COVID, was
diagnosed with cardiomyopathy in May 2021 and died four days after receiving his second dose of Pfizer’s vaccine
on June 18, when he collapsed on the soccer field and went into ventricular tachycardia; and a 13-year-old girl






(VAERS I.D. 1505250) who died after suffering a heart condition after receiving her first dose of Pfizer.
Other deaths include two 13-year-old boys (VAERS I.D. 1406840 and 1431289) who died two days after receiving
a Pfizer vaccine, a 13-year-old boy who died after receiving Moderna (VAERS I.D. 1463061), three 15-year-olds
(VAERS I.D. 1187918, 1382906 and 1242573), five 16-year-olds (VAERS .D. 1420630, 1466009, 1225942, 1475434,
and 1386841) and three 17-year-olds (VAERS I.D. 1199455, 1388042 and 1420762).
2,323 reports of anaphylaxis among 12- to 17-year-olds with 99% of cases attributed to Pfizer’s vaccine.
406 reports of myocarditis and pericarditis (heart inflammation) with 402 cases attributed to Pfizer’s vaccine.
77 reports of blood clotting disorders, with all cases attributed to Pfizer.

This week’s total U.S. VAERS data, from Dec. 14, 2020 to July 30, 2021, for all age groups combined, show:
 21% of deaths were related to cardiac disorders.
 54% who died were male, 43% female and the remaining death reports did not include gender of the deceased.
 The average age of death was 73.2.
 As of July 30, 2,636 pregnant women reported adverse events related to COVID vaccines, including 912 reports
of miscarriage or premature birth.
 Of the 2,533 cases of Bell’s Palsy reported, 50% attributed to Pfizer vaccinations, 43% to Moderna and 6% to J&J
 483 reports of Guillain-Barré Syndrome, with 40% of cases attributed to Pfizer, 35% to Moderna and 24% to J&J
 121,452 reports of anaphylaxis with 44% of cases attributed to Pfizer’s vaccine, 48% to Moderna and 8% to J&J
 8,048 reports of blood clotting disorders. Of those, 3,428 reports were attributed to Pfizer, 2,910 reports to
Moderna and 1,665 reports to J&J.
 2,018 cases of myocarditis and pericarditis with 1,275 cases attributed to Pfizer, 667 cases to Moderna and 71
cases to J&J’s COVID vaccine.
* Copy & paste the following link: https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vaers-cdc-data-injuries-deaths-covid-vaccine

7. Note that the CAMPAIGN TO COVER UP THESE DEATHS and ADVERSE REACTIONS by big tech and main stream
media is resulting in the public not having vital information necessary to make a well information decision.
We are witnessing the cover up by government and medical authorities, big pharma, by big tech and by the main
stream media of Ivermectin (and other successful medical treatments for Covid 19) to the detriment of humanity
resulting in the needless deaths of millions of lives in order to ‘force these dangerous, poisonous injections’
upon ALL humanity.
8. This raises the questions:
a.) WHY the aggressive campaign TO COVER UP THESE SHORT TERM DEATHS and ADVERSE REACTIONS
by big tech and main stream media?
b.) WHY the aggressive campaign TO COVER UP the SAFE AND EFFECTIVE Nobel Prize Winning IVERMECTIN?
c.) WHY the aggressive campaign TO SILENCE DOCTORS AROUND THE WORLD who have medical evidence
proving the poisonous ingredient of GRAPHENE OXIDE, and warning people of the LONG TERM serious
danger of death arising from the IRREVERSIBLE DAMAGE caused by the synthetic SPIKE PROTEIN. And how it
triggers microscopic blood clots throughout the body and turns one’s own immune system to attack the
inner walls of the blood capillaries that have these SPIKE PROTEINS. These doctors are terrified of the
catastrophic outcome for the majority recipients of these injections.
d.) WHY is that in 1976 the Swine Flu was suspended after only 25 deaths arising from the VACCINE*.
* Copy & paste the following link: https://edition.cnn.com/2009/HEALTH/04/30/swine.flu.1976/index.html

Yet today, in spite of the official reported tens of thousands (and that are more likely hundreds of
thousands) of deaths as well as millions of injuries from the COVID 19 ‘experimental injections’ referred to
as ‘vaccines’ plus the pending deaths predicted by many doctors of a large percentage of those ‘vaccinated’ –
that is there a CONTINUING AGENDA TO ATTEMPT TO HAVE EVERY SINGLE HUMAN ‘VACCINATED’?
9. Klaus Schwab, the World Economic Forum’s founder & executive chairman, has publicly stated that: ‘the fourth
industrial revolution ‘will lead to a fusion of our physical, digital and biological identity’. See their website.*

* Copy & paste the following link: weforum.org/about/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-by-klaus-schwab

Dr. Carrie Madej DO is an Internal Medicine Specialist in McDonough, GA and has over 20 years of experience in
the medical field. She explains that there is a publicly stated agenda to have humans controlled by the globalist
elites, whereby humans will be enslaved and peoples’ behaviour will be completely tracked and controlled by
artificial intelligence.*
* https://rumble.com/vj12h9-doctor-carrie-madej-what-is-transhumanism-why-you-must-not-take-those-covid.html

For 100% PROOF of the Globalist Elite’s agenda to ‘merge our PHYSICAL and our DIGITAL identity’ with our
‘BIOLOGICAL identity’ which requires every human to be injected,*
SEE APPENDIX 4
10. Countless videos all over the world posted by many recipients of the Covid jabs, show the horrific reality that
their bodies have become magnetic and attract metal objects. The evidence of thousands of people is
irrefutable.*
* Search Bitchute.com for ‘magnet vaccine’

11. Should an institution /firm acting on their own motion have the right to effectively coerce an individual to
undergo an invasive medical procedure against that person's will or consent? Particularly this one that has
already killed and injured so many in the short term.
If even in the event that doing so is somehow deemed lawful, it is only reasonable that the institution
/employer take on the liability for any adverse effects suffered by the vaccinated person.
Before I even consider the option of my ‘failure’ to stand up for the principles of both human freedom and
human life, as well as choosing to donate my body to this proven ‘DANGEROUS MEDICAL EXPERIMENT’, your
institution /firm must provide me with the a legal document declaring the following:
1. The scientific data that proves the isolation of this Covid-19 virus upon which your demand for mandatory
‘vaccinations’ are being imposed upon myself and others.
2. That your institution /firm will be legally bound to be financially liable for any adverse reactions SHORT
TERM as well as continued liability for life arising from these Covid-19 ‘experimental injections’ referred to
as ‘vaccines’, even after I have left your institution /firm. Once again, as there are no long term safety
data, injury or death may appear after many years.
For compensation to be triggered, a causal relationship will naturally have to be proved on my part or,
in the case of death, by the relevant authority representing the interests of myself or my estate.
12.) Should your institution /firm decide to decline providing me with this legal guarantee of compensation in the
event of injury or death, both short term and long term, and also decide to terminate my position of
engagement with your institution /firm, due to my refusal to agree to participate in the above mentioned
proven ‘DANGEROUS MEDICAL EXPERIMENT’, then I would be forced to take legal action against your
institution /firm for the financial and other losses I will have incurred as a result of this breach of our original
terms of engagement.
I will also seek financial compensation for any emotional trauma caused as a result of these actions by your
institution /firm.
13.) If I do not receive a written reply within the next 14 business days in answer to this notice of demand
then it shall be taken that your institution /firm agrees to decline its attempts to force this ‘INVASIVE MEDICAL
TYRANNY’ in the form of Covid-19 ‘experimental injections’ referred to as ‘vaccines’ that have already proven
to have injured and killed many people thus far in the short term and I will continue to be engaged with your
institution /firm without any discrimination.

Signed:

...........................
Name:

Date:

/

/

APPENDIX 1

Covid-19 “VACCINE” Reported
ADVERSE REACTIONS and

DEATHS
European Union
From the Covid-19 ‘experimental injections’ referred to as ‘vaccines’
SOURCE: VaccineImpact.com
NOTE THESE FIGURES DO NOT COVER THE DEATHS IN THE YEARS TO COME

NOTE: It is commonly understood that only around 1% to 10% of Adverse Reactions are actually reported.
These DEATHS and INJURIES are NOT BEING REPORTED by the now controlled governments and main stream media.

APPENDIX 2
Examples of Countries with HIGH ‘Vaccinations’ now seeing a SURGE in Covid-19

APPENDIX 3
Example of a Country with VERY LOW ‘Vaccinations’ revealing almost
IDENTICAL CASES CURVE to countries with HIGH ‘Vaccinations’ due to

NATURAL HERD
IMMUNITY

APPENDIX 4
The REAL Agenda Behind the Covid Shots Exposed:
‘HUMAN 2.0’ /TRANSHUMANISM
Dr Carrie Madej is warning the world. 7 years ago she attended a secret meeting in Georgia where they were planning
what is now happening and that the globalists are planning the total control and enslavement of humanity to create
‘Transhumanism’. That is literally ‘the MELDING OF YOUR HUMAN, NATURAL BORN BODY with ARTIFICAL
INTELLIGENCE’. Here are her words: (‘HEALTH & FREEDOM FIGHTING Festival, Tampa Bay, Florida. 18 JUNE 2021)
‘Right now in West Africa, these poor people are being EXPERIMENTED ON. Who is doing it? GAVI, BILL GATES, also MASTER
CARD and TRUST STAMP which is an ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE program. All three are doing it to the poor people. So in this
program, they’re giving them the COVID SHOTS. There’s also inside the shots, they have their digital ID. That's like a BAR
CODE like you're a product in the store, you can scan over your arm. They all have a NUMBER like a cow, like cattle, like
property. There's also within that DIGITAL ID on their human body, they are able to download all of their medical
information and their vaccination history. And if you don't get this shot, you are locked out of the system. That means you do
not get your MONEY.’
‘They call it a ‘WAR ON CASH’. Because they want you to be linked in with their system, which gives you a number. Now, IN
THEIR OWN WORDS, they say that this technology with this ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE they're injecting into the people. They
say that they plan to use it for: SURVEILLANCE = which is SPYING as well as predicted POLICING! This is FRIGHTENING. They
are ADMITTING at this very moment, their plan and intention for using the technology inside of these INJECTIONS has
nothing to do with about making you healthy, it's not about making you a better person. It's about SPYING on YOU and
doing predicted POLICING. Unbelievable, they are lying to everybody about the intent. Now you think, some people tell me:
‘Oh that's just AFRICA, that's not going to come here’. Guess again! Once it's perfected there, they said EVERY DEVELOPED
NATION will have that technology! And what do they call this? a WELLNESS PASS. Also Known As a: ‘VACCINE PASSPORT’.
This is why they're pushing the injections. This is why they're trying to push the ‘VACCINE PASSPORT’ on everybody!

‘They call
it a WAR
ON CASH’

“We have a window
of opportunity now
to STOP this
AUTROCITY
against humankind
Right now!”

Dr Carrie Madej HEALTH & FREEDOM FIGHTING Festival, Tampa Bay, Florida. 18 JUNE 2021
https://rumble.com/vj12h9-doctor-carrie-madej-what-is-transhumanism-why-you-must-not-take-those-covid.html

Google: ‘Bill Gates Trust Stamp’ OR copy and paste:
https://ciudadanospormexico.org/here-it-comes-bill-gates-and-his-gavi-vaccine-alliance-launching-ai-powered-trust-stampcombining-a-vaccine-and-digital-biometric-id-in-west-africa-%E2%80%A2-now-the-end-begins
https://www.nowtheendbegins.com/bill-gates-gavi-vaccine-alliance-mastercard-truststamp-biometric-digital-identificationcombined-with-vaccine-west-africa/?fbclid=IwAR3M-I480vwCJcnDtdtcTnsTtHYq9uPhz8Zu2IjnQa_-p0Ivb39_ozbWkUk

APPENDIX 5
MANDATORY
Covid-19 ‘experimental injections’ referred to as ‘vaccines’
are a blatant BREACH of the Nuremberg Code

The Nuremberg Code's Ethical Guidelines
The Nuremberg Code aimed to protect human subjects from enduring the kind of cruelty and
exploitation the prisoners endured at concentration camps. The 10 elements of the code are:

1. Voluntary consent is essential
2. The results of any experiment must be for the greater good of society
3. Human experiments should be based on previous animal experimentation
4. Experiments should be conducted by avoiding physical/mental suffering and injury
5. No experiments should be conducted if it is believed to cause death/disability
6. The risks should never exceed the benefits
7. Adequate facilities should be used to protect subjects
8. Experiments should be conducted only by qualified scientists
9. Subjects should be able to end their participation at any time
10. The scientist in charge must be prepared to terminate the experiment when injury,
disability, or death is likely to occur

American-German lawyer, Dr Reiner Fuellmich, calls the events of the past year:

the worst crime ever committed against humanity.
He says that it is not about a virus, nor is it about health. The point is to take everything away from us,
making us totally dependent on what he calls the ‘Davos clique.’ They want to reduce the world’s
population and have complete control over the remaining humanity.
Dr Reiner Fuellmich is a member of the German Corona Investigative Committee, He specialises globally
on the prosecution of fraudulent corporations and he successfully convicted Volkswagen and the
Deutsche Bank. He now leads a stellar team of international lawyers in what will become the world’s
largest global tort case - against all protagonists and accomplices in what is now being termed ‘The
COVID Scandal’. They will be providing all their evidence and witness testimonies to attorneys across
the globe.*
* SOURCE: Swisscows.com Search: ‘Reiner Fuellmich filed a Class Action Law Suit’

APPENDIX 6
Horrific findings in the Blood of the Corona Virus ‘Vaccinated’

Dr van Welbergen
‘That’s not healthy blood. We see it again and again... Some cells are ‘smashed up’, while those which look like bottle
tops are ‘burr’ cells, seen in renal and liver disease and anaemia.’ At a medical conference in The Netherlands, he
found similar blood was being discussed; some blood samples even showed blue and red cells, which are not organic
matter. ‘Linking the dots, we found they had all had the Covid ‘vaccine’.’ He and his wife, who works with him, hope
a lab with very sophisticated equipment will examine this phenomenon. ‘Insurance companies won’t cover vaccine
damage because it’s an experimental treatment.’ (1 July 2021)*
* Source: https://www.heartpublications.co.uk/unusual-formations-in-vaccinated-blood

